After clashing with Spaniards, Mexicans and Americans
for long decades, the Diné suffered forced removal
—but the Navajos, as outsiders knew them, would return
By Michael Engelhard
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he landscape to the west falls open
like a geology primer. The 7,000-footplus Defiance Plateau tilts north toward distant Black Mesa, the Chuska, Tunicha
and Lukachukai mountains not quite containing
its eastern edge. Silt-laden runoff from the ranges’
western flanks gouged clefts into the piñon-green
bulge—rosy gashes in de Chelly sandstone substrate. Abrasive sediment there scooped out
alcoves that sheltered settlers long before the
Four Corners gridded maps of the Colorado
Plateau desert. Time’s whittling also laid down
alluvial beds fertile enough to grow corn, squash,
beans and fruit. Perennial streamlets and fine
grazeland along the rims made the conjoined
Canyons de Chelly and del Muerto luxurious
homes. In the 1860s their meandering depths
were the last hope of a nation under duress.
This Chuska vantage, Chézhin Náshjiní (Lava
With a Black Band Around It, known today as
Matthews Peak), has a second Navajo name,
Tsé Binááyołí (Rock Around Which the Wind
Blows). Folklorist Susan W. Fair wrote that such
place names, hitched to sagas, give “contour and
context to what cultural geographers have referred to as the ‘occupied earth.’”
The low saddle of Ayanií, or Buffalo Pass, to
the north dents basaltic escarpments that wall off
northeastern Arizona from northwestern New
Mexico. Rare breaches in the sierra first admitted the Navajos, Diné (“The People”) in their
own language, to the Defiance Plateau. Their
enemies soon followed.
Buffalo Pass perfectly illustrates the shimmering facets of human perception. Orthodox scribes
blame the drift of Diné families from the Largo
and Gobernador drainages of the San Juan River
into Canyons de Chelly and del Muerto on a
circa-1750 influx of Spanish New Mexican settlers. A Diné myth accounts differently for the
migration. White Shell Woman—a yé’ii, or “god”
—instructed the clans to scatter, but some got
lost during their wanderings. She then appeared
as a white buffalo, showing them the way across
the divide.
In Diné culture, geography shapes history, at
least two complementary forms of which coexist,
kept alive in the spoken word as old men with
salt-and-pepper hair sat around and revisited
the past. Both are equally important for Diné
group and individual identity. The first, myths,
explain the origin of clans, customs and land-

marks, the workings of a world that can never be
fully understood, let alone controlled. These are
sacred narratives, cyclical, anchored in ceremony.
Deep and rich as dark soil. Written, nontribal
sources often verify the second kind: legends
or chronicles—secular tales about linear, shallowtime, no less trenchant events.
Outcroppings spattered with bile-green and
neon-yellow lichens flank Béésh Líchíí Bigizh (Red Flint Summit), a nearby Chuska gateway. There loinclothed hunters in pre-iron days
flaked toffee-colored chunks into arrowheads
and spearpoints. The notch (present-day Narbona Pass) was contested ground. Pastoral dynamics drove the conflict between Diné and
New Mexican Spaniards. Growth of capital on
the hoof—cattle, horses or sheep—doomed colonist ranchers and tribal nomads to expand
ranges and spiral into warfare over meadows
and water.
By 1750 most Diné had acquired enough sheep
through husbandry, trade, strays and cunning
to transition from full-fledged foragers to farming herders with a sideline in reaving. Wild plants
and venison from the plateau and mountain
folds supplemented diets. Deerskin yielded
leggings and shirts (and high-top moccasins),
swapped out in summer for cotton clothes. Mustangs served as currency in dealings with northern tribes still largely afoot. Warfare against New
Mexican haciendas began after 1753, when settlers pushing west along the Rio Puerco occupied
the best grazing ranges and springs. “The people
raided back and forth with other tribes and the
Mexicans,” the late Navajo centenarian Casamira Baca said.
Juan Bautista de Anza, as governor of New
Mexico from 1778 to ’88, implemented a new
Indian policy founded on cordons of presidios,
the severing of tribal trade routes and the sowing
of discord—the old “divide and conquer” game.
The dry lands quickly ignited. Comanches and
Chiricahua Apaches who had routinely preyed
on Spanish settlements turned their hostile attentions on the Diné, who were already battling
their longtime nemeses the Utes. Fearing reprisals after their 1680 revolt, inhabitants of the
upper Rio Grande pueblos had lived with the
Diné; they now guided buckskin-vested lancers
to their onetime protectors.
When New Mexicans settled around Mount
Taylor, denying the Diné access to pastures out-

‘The People’

Opposite page: This Diné
woman carrying a child
on her back was possibly
photographed during the
1866 ‘Long Walk’ removal.
Top: Diné Chief Manuelito.
Above: A woman and two
boys pose at Fort Canby,
Arizona Territory, in 1873.
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Diné Stronghold

In 1873 Timothy H. O’Sullivan photographed tents
(identified as “Camp Beauty”) amid the towering
sandstone spires of Canyon de Chelly, Arizona
Territory. In the 1860s its depths had served as
a last place of refuge for a nation under duress.

side Cebolleta (present-day Seboyeta), raids and
retaliatory attacks rolled out like exchanges in
a bar brawl. Diné depredations triggered manhunts by irregulars, who captured and enslaved
many Indians. These human trophies fed booming silver mines and haciendas with cheap labor.
Diné, conversely, adopted prisoners into special
clans to replenish their numbers.

In 1864 soldiers burned the Diné cornfields, but the fields
would bear crops again, as proved by this 1906 photo in
Canyon del Muerto. Below right: Manuelito’s wife, Juanita,
poses in 1901 with two daughters and three grandchildren.

canyons during that more sedentary season. Somewhere in the blizzardridden Chuskas the column of New Mexican and Sonoran dragoons and
Opata Indian auxiliaries from Mexico lost its way. It retreated to Laguna
to regroup, recover and recruit guides from the Zuni pueblos.
In January 1805 Narbona’s 300 troops forced the pass in yet another
entrada. Once again snow settled on their broad-brimmed black hats,
but knee-length mantles saved them from freezing. Breath plumes of
horses and men mingled in the sharp air. Loaded flintlock pistols clattered, stirrup leather creaked and lance steel glistened coldly in the glare
as they rowel-spurred their mounts toward what would become known
as Canyon del Muerto (so named after an 1882 Smithsonian Institution
expedition unearthed pre-Columbian mummies there).
On January 17 the column tracked Diné into the gorge. New Spain’s
soldiers wasted garden plots. They burned lodges and killed 350 goats
and sheep. Scouts alerted women, children, elders and a few warriors,
who then hid in a prepared cave high on the cliff face. Most of the
younger men were either off hunting in the Lukachukais or on their
own forays.
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Growing Crops and Families

In the iconic 1904 Edward S. Curtis photo above
Diné travelers ride through Canyon de Chelly.
Right: This pictograph depicts Spanish soldiers,
possibly the force under Lieutenant Antonio
Narbona that invaded the canyon in 1805,
killing scores and sending captives into slavery.
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The land grab affronted spirits, too. Mount
Taylor (known in Diné as Tsoodził, or Turquoise
Bead Mountain) is the southernmost of four
compass-point peaks that anchor and demarcate
Diné Bikéyah (the “People’s Homeland”). Lava
that dormant volcano once spewed onto its slopes
—visible near present-day Grants, N.M.—was the
blood of monsters slain by twin war gods.
In a foray that set a pattern, Lieutenant Antonio Narbona in November 1804 marched west
from La Villa Real de la Santa Fe de San Francisco de Asís (Santa Fe, if you were in a rush) via
Laguna Pueblo to pierce the Diné heartland in
the dead of winter. Families hunkered in the

Horsemen Cometh

The undercut is scarcely visible from the canyon bottom. In one version of the raid an old
woman who’d been a captive of New Mexicans
couldn’t contain herself. Hurling insults, she
revealed the refuge.
On discovering the shelter, the intruders tackled the near-vertical, desert-varnished cliff, its
defenders hurling arrows and rocks at the antlike attackers. They battled all day. Narbona
finally sent a detachment of fusiliers to the rim.
From their flanking position his marksmen raked
the alcove. Bullets caromed off the rear wall,
mixed with flying rock splinters and reaped
Diné in a grim harvest. By Narbona’s accounting, his men fired close to 10,000 rounds that
day, multiplied by their echoes.
The next morning the assailants finally gained
the ledge from below along a 700-year-old zipper

line of pecked, shallow steps. At the outset of the melee a knife-wielding
young woman grappled a soldier in a macabre dance, and both tumbled
600 feet to their deaths. Oral tradition says blood streaked the cliffs
crimson, and Diné shoved each other over the edge or jumped to avoid
further misery. “And it is called Massacre Cave,” recalled 92-year-old
medicine man Howard Gorman Sr. of the Towering House People clan,
“because all the Navajos were killed except two.” Its alternate name is
Adah aho’doo’niłí (Two Fell Off).
Casualty estimates vary between 70 and 115. Survivors caught in the
army’s dragnet were sent into slavery, and by his own accounting Narbona forwarded “84 pairs of ears of as many warriors” to Santa Fe as
proof of victory. Appendages cut from the heads of women and old men
likely inflated the count. The difference, supposedly, is hard to tell.
Del Muerto in 1931 became part of jointly managed national monument
centered on Canyon de Chelly (a corruption of tséyi’, the Diné word for
“canyon,” which latter-day conquistadors mistook for a proper name). It
remains a sanctuary from modernity and its ills for about 80 families, a few
of which still tend plots in its stone embrace. Non-Diné wanting to explore
House and Home
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Left: Diné men, women and children pose
outside a summer lean-to; their principal
homes were enclosed hogans. Below: A
present-day photo of Canyon de Chelly’s
White House, which was built in 1060, later
expanded and occupied until about 1300.
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by high-clearance truck, foot or horse must hire
locals. From a rim vantage one can survey the
setting of the 1805 drama. On a quiet fall day,
with cottonwood gold lining the chasm, it’s impossible to imagine the fierceness of the fighting or the keening of women and children. The
stains on its walls today aren’t blood but clay and
mineral oxides leached from the scalloped cliffs.
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In late March 1862 a firm Union stand at
Glorieta Pass, in central New Mexico Territory,
foiled the Confederate invasion of the Southwest, freeing the Army to again turn its attention to “the Navajo problem.” That fall Brig. Gen.
James Henry Carleton, a veteran of the Mexican
and Indian wars, assumed command of the military Department of New Mexico.
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Top: Navajo weavers still produce such colorful rugs.
Above: Wealthy Diné, who owned hundreds of sheep
and horses, boasted such fancy gear as this saddle.
Opposite page: Navajos also made their own shoes.

a number of Rio Grande pueblos. It seems Diné
had identified Pueblo scouts in the ranks firing
volleys at Tunicha.
At the junction of Black Rock Canyon and
del Muerto, a vertical sandstone wedge broods,
splitting one gorge into two. Seemingly insular,
a low neck of natural rock links it to the north
rim. This is Tséląą
ąą’’ (Rock Tip), another nexus
of hardship.
Under mounting pressure from the Army, New
Mexican settlers, Utes, Pueblos and Apaches,
the Diné fortified Canyon de Chelly and its twin
branch. “Life was an extreme hardship almost
every night and day for many years,” medicine
man Gorman recalled. Paths webbed the canyon pastures and gardens and areas in between
as runners dashed to and fro, scanning the horizon for dust clouds heralding trouble. Crevices
could hide warriors, women and children, while
notched tree poles afforded the nimble stairways to the rim. Scores of vertiginous hand- and
toehold trails the ancients had carved into the
rock also allowed escape to the plateau above.
Strewn throughout the canyons were the true
pieces of resistance—a half dozen massive citadels,
remnants of erosion’s downcutting.
It was the beginning of Nahondzod—the “Fearing Time.”

HERITAGE AUCTIONS (2)

Made in the Nation

Navajos left undisturbed all remains in the lead-pocked cave where the
spirits of the slain lingered. As late as the 1970s human bones reportedly
lay heaped behind the boulders forming its parapet, though collectors
had reportedly retrieved most of the skulls and other artifacts, including
the oldest extant examples of Diné weaving.
Diné painted a mural depicting the Spanish incursion above a rock
ledge downstream from Standing Cow Ruin, one of dozens of preColumbian dwellings in the canyon. Narbona’s Creole caballeros prance
across the wall in crisp, vivid detail, down to brandished muskets, riders’
ponytails and the mottled coats of their pintos. A cross is embroidered
on one rider’s mantle. The mural survives as an outstanding example
of Diné rock art.
After Mexico won its independence from Spain in 1821, defense of
the northern frontier fell to ragtag militias, and enslavement became the
main reason for incursions. Treaties were forged and broken. Through it all
the Diné prevailed in battle against competing tribes. Guerrilla fighters,
they blossomed into one of the Colorado Plateau’s most powerful people.
Wealthy Diné (dubbed ricos) owned hundreds of sheep and horses. By the
1860s they were recasting silver pesos, dollars and ingots into bowmen’s
wrist guards, bracelets, headstall buckles and belt conchos.
With the 1848 signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, ending the
Mexican War, the United States inherited 200 years of hostility, and
bluecoats carried the burden of restoring order in the ceded territories.
Hardline Diné regarded the initial policy of appeasement as a sign of
weakness and the new rulers as just the latest odious wave of interlopers.
Narbona Pass kept funneling in newcomers. In August 1849 brevet
Lt. Col. John M. Washington, the governor of New Mexico Territory,
launched a reconnaissance from Santa Fe into Navajo country intended
to cow any rebellious subjects, making peace if possible or war if not.
Nearly 200 Mexican and Indian volunteers from Jemez Pueblo joined
a packtrain of 175 Regular infantrymen and artillerymen. Guiding the
combined forces was Antonio Sandoval, a prominent member of the
acculturated Diné most of the tribe had deemed outcasts. After marching
across daunting terrain and down through Chaco Canyon, the expedition
rested in Tunicha Valley, east of the Chuskas.
There, on August 31, Washington and Indian agent James S. Calhoun
conferred with three Diné leaders. The strangers referred to the elderly
head chief as Narbona, though his Diné name was Hast’íí Naat’áni.
Unlike his Spanish namesake, however, this Narbona was amenable
to discussing a lasting peace. Unfortunately, the encounter spawned
violence that shattered all trust, ushering in nearly two decades of bloodshed between Diné and the whey-faced, whiskered Bilagáana, as Navajos
called white Americans.
As the council dispersed, a member of the Army column spotted his
own horse running with the Diné herd. When Washington issued an ultimatum, demanding the animal’s surrender, the Diné rode off in a huff.
The troops immediately opened fire with rifles and howitzers, dropping
seven warriors, including Narbona, in the dust. According to Diné sources,
some member of the column scalped the headman. Naturalist and cartographer Richard H. Kern, who documented the expedition, later expressed
regret at not having bagged Narbona’s head in the name of science.
The next day the party crossed the Chuskas, supplanting Teniente
Narbona’s moniker and renaming the gap Washington Pass. Despite
the parley gone wrong, on September 9 two Diné signed a treaty near
present-day Chinle. The ink had barely dried when flames blackened

General Carleton, a hardliner who’d studied
the late Crimean War maneuvers of European
armies, favored the strike-and-fade tactics of
Cossack units. He applied these lessons in relentless harassment to the Diné. They were to be
hounded without respite, kept on the run and
from their seasonal round of subsistence and
barter. A scorched-earth thrust would surely
corral these brigands into civilization’s fold.
Spring lambing camps and winter rancherias
KIT CARSON
proved especially vulnerable.
In another farsighted move Carleton entrusted
Lt. Col. Christopher “Kit” Carson, head of the 1st New Mexico Volunteer
Cavalry, with field command of the campaign against the Navajos. Long
past his prime, Carson—known to the Diné as “Red Shirt” or “Rope
Thrower”—was already a legend, though the antithesis of a career soldier.
In his early 50s, the polyglot friend of and agent to the Utes and Jicarilla
Apaches also suffered from old injuries.
The expedition’s Ute scouts knew de Chelly’s access points from
decades of marauding. Each “wolf for the blue soldiers” (in Nebraska
historian Thomas Dunlay’s memorable phrase), led by chief scout Grayhair (who later died the target of Diné witchcraft), could expect plunder
and was furnished with blankets, food, tobacco, a rifle, a saddle and two
horses, all courtesy the government in Wááshindoon (Washington, D.C.).
Bone-chilling temperatures and 6 inches of snow hampered Carson’s
389 troopers as they filed out of Arizona Territory’s Fort Canby, just north
of Window Rock (present-day seat of the Navajo Nation), on Jan. 6, 1864.
(Formerly Fort Defiance, the post had been renamed in honor of Brig.
Gen. Edward Canby, the former department commander who had hatched
the plan to round up and assimilate the Navajos.) Before reaching Canyon
de Chelly, 27 oxen succumbed to winter’s steely bite. Between January 12
and 14 split columns closed in like pincers from the east and west ends
of the canyon. The soldiers burned cornfields and hogans (log-and-earth
huts), shot livestock, filled springs with rubble and dirt, and felled peach
trees that had taken years to fruit (the locals having learned pruning and
grafting from Hopis). “There were no permanent homes or places for
the Diné to stay,” sheepherder Yádeesbaa’ Silversmith of the Salt People
clan recalled. “They depended on seeds of grass for food.”
The previous October the Diné, having noticed a flurry of preparations at the fort, had hauled firewood, cornmeal, venison jerky and
sun-dried peaches up Fortress Rock. Potholes atop the stronghold held
enough water for the 300 refugees—initially, anyway. Even as their foes
watered their horses at the canyon mouth, warriors dashed to camps
for fresh mutton. Diné language instructor Teddy Draper Sr.’s greatgrandmother was present and believed the coming fight would mark
“the last Navajo war.” Carleton echoed that sentiment in a February 1864
report to Washington superiors.
Poles and ladders across gaps and up cracks were slick with ice. The
rock exacted a toll as climbers rag-dolled into the abyss. Ever more
warriors arrived, taking cover behind stone breastworks on the lower
ledges, within rifle range, ready to defend their families, their lands, their
traditions. Compared to Army breechloaders with “long sword edges,”
the obsolete muskets of the Diné were lacking. “It took quite a while to
reload them,” Draper’s great-grandmother told him, but the headbanded
warriors had “plenty of bows and arrows.”
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Bosque Redondo

The Diné spent a largely miserable four years at
this New Mexico Territory reservation, where they
suffered from malaria, pneumonia and dysentery.

At some point troops fired at the redoubt from
the opposite rim with little effect.
In the meantime fleeing bands had fanned out
west, from central Arizona’s San Francisco Peaks
—sacred heights known in Diné as Dook’o’oosłííd
(Never Thaws on Top) or Diichiłí Dzil (Abalone
Shell Mountain)—to southern Utah’s Bears Ears
labyrinth (Shash Jaa’, birthplace of Diné headman Manuelito and proclaimed a national monument in 2006) and Navajo Mountain (Naatsis’áán,
or Earth Woman’s Head), overlooking presentday Lake Powell.
Within weeks exhausted leaders and their
followers began trickling into Fort Canby. Promises of free rations lured many. The trickle turned
into a rivulet, then a stream of defeat and despair.
Torched fields, merciless cold and back-to-back
droughts forced the surrender of most of the tribe.
It seemed as if the earth itself had forsaken
the Diné.
During mop-up operations soldiers besieged
Fortress Rock in an attempt to starve out its defenders. Fried bacon smells rising from campfires at its foot tormented them. “The wounded
were thirsty,” Draper’s great-grandmother told
him, “and the snow, ice and water were gone.”
Survivors buried 20 warriors beneath rock piles.
Others, channeling Spider Woman of Diné myth,
climbed down the smooth cliffs. From yuccafiber ropes they lowered jugs to draw water from
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a pool “right close to the [sleeping] white soldiers’ feet,” Draper’s greatgrandmother recalled. Eventually, the troops withdrew to Chinle, certain
growling bellies would bring those remaining to their knees. The last
holdouts lingered into February.
No major battle marked the campaign against the Diné, and the rest
of the dismal epic—usually told from the victors’ perspective—has been
dismissed as “anticlimactic.”
Some 9,000 Diné were exiled to a reservation at Bosque Redondo,
a barren eastern New Mexico plain and monument of shame. Scores
perished on the initial 18-day, 300-mile journey, known plainly as the
Long Walk to participants and their descendants (see sidebar, opposite).
Confined there for four long years with Apache enemies, susceptible to
attack by Kiowas and Comanches, and succumbing to disease and starvation, they lost another 3,000 of their people.
Poverty, alcoholism, murder, suicide and, most recently, the COVID-19
pandemic plague the tribe disproportionately. But their beliefs, practices
and the Diné language survive, because, as medicine man Eli Gorman
said, “Even though we have been living among many other Indian tribes,
we always kept our own culture.” Changing yet changeless, the four
sacred peaks encircle more than 27,000 square miles of mesas and
badlands, of sand, slickrock and sage, of lakes, streams and pine-forested
heights of the Navajo Nation—the largest Indian reservation in the United
States. For Herbert Zahne, a sheepherder of the Deer and Tangle clans,
that land “rightfully belongs to the Navajos, because our ancestors suffered
and died for it.”
Michael Engelhard, a former anthropologist, has worked for decades as a
wilderness guide in Alaska and the canyons of the Southwest. This article
is adapted from his book Where the Rain Children Sleep: A Sacred
Geography of the Colorado Plateau, which is recommended for further
reading along with Reclaiming Diné History: The Legacies of Chief
Manuelito and Juanita, by Jennifer Nez Denetdale; Canyon de Chelly:
Its People and Rock Art, by Campbell Grant; and Navajo Stories of
the Long Walk Period, edited by Broderick H. Johnson.

HWÉÉLDI & THE WAY BACK
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Diné horsemen perhaps contemplate troubles to
come in a circa 1855 lithograph by artist Balduin
Möllhausen and lithographer Thomas S. Sinclair.
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Brooding Warriors

Between 1864 and ’65 soldiers marched some 9,000 Diné
more than 300 miles to the Bosque Redondo reservation
at Fort Sumner, on the banks of the Pecos River in eastcentral New Mexico Territory. The captives wore tattered
clothes and were low on provisions and spirit. Mount Taylor (Tsoodził, or Turquoise Bead Mountain) was the last
comforting landmark of which they lost sight. At least 200
fellow Diné died during the initial spring 1864 deportation
of the Long Walk. At Hwééldí (“the Fort”) they were allowed
to build traditional forked-stick hogans in loose family clusters, though most of the homes at Bosque Redondo were
little more than holes in the ground with roofs of branches
and dirt. The people dug irrigation ditches, tilled alkaline
soil. Insects and storms razed corn and wheat crops. Mosquitos breeding in the stagnant, brackish water spread
malaria. Pneumonia and dysentery further weakened the
prisoners. Parents often hid children the soldiers tried to
take for schooling.
Before long the cottonwood grove of the Bosque (Spanish for “forest”) was gone, having been used for fuel and
lumber, and men and boys traveled miles to laboriously dig
up mesquite to keep campfires and inmates alive. Women
made clothing from used flour sacks. Twelve mouths shared
a single rat. Others resorted to roasting and eating undigested
grain plucked from the manure of well-fed cavalry mounts.
Unfamiliar with certain foods issued on ration days, Diné
sometimes just mixed flour and water into uncooked mush,
or boiled whole bean coffee (gohwééh) like regular beans.

Vocationless warriors rustled livestock from off the reservation. Others absconded, heading west toward the homeland
that had nourished and defined them.
The spiraling costs of this mismanaged experiment in taming “heathen savages” at Bosque Redondo, in concert with a
more humanitarian, Quaker-influenced stance toward tribal
peoples, ultimately convinced government officials the Diné
would be better off where they’d come from. On June 1, 1868,
29 headmen, Manuelito among them, pledged peace by making their marks on pages torn from a ledger book, affirming
a treaty whose black marks had been sounded out for them,
first translated into Spanish and then into Diné.
That summer’s return journey, over hill after hill, while
hopeful, resembled the one they had made in the opposite
direction four years earlier. Many walked barefoot, naked
but for a breechcloth. Others wore pleated yucca-leaf sandals. “Some Navajos decided to remain at places along the
way,” Fred Descheene said of those who were sick, elderly
or traveling with infants. “They are called Tsédee’aałhi
(‘Chewing Stones’) today.”
“Back at Tséhootsooí (Fort Defiance) white sheep were
given out, as were some horses,” Dugal Tsosie Begay recalled. “Some people took good care of their sheep and
had good-sized flocks.…Living conditions improved.”
Those who witnessed these times fell silent long ago.
Their words and deeds circulate still among descendants,
more than 400 of whom served in the U.S. armed forces
as World War II code talkers. —M.E.
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